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People ask me when I first knew I was female. Would you believe me if I told you that I

donÃ¢â‚¬â„¢t know if IÃ¢â‚¬â„¢ve ever known, since I donÃ¢â‚¬â„¢t really know what a woman is,

other than a concept that exists outside me Ã¢â‚¬â€œ still, I know that I have felt like one, a woman

I mean, yet the only way I first knew was from males? Will you suspend prejudgment long enough to

entertain the possibility that gender can be so relative?
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I am blown away! --- what an powerful essay - as a physician, this should be required reading for all

physicians in training...and as a fellow woman, I am moved by the raw revelation of your innermost

thoughts --- it is my goal to be my authentic self so that my inner and outer being are one - I feel a

deep respect for your journey and your willingness to share it with the world.



It is informative and well written showing the experiences of one person, but feels unfinished leaving

you wanting an ending or another book. I suggest this book to anyone wanting more info

Great reading for all to understand the mind and though from transgender point of view before and

after transition complete.

I like this short book very much. She first came on my radar in an video of What's Underneath, and

this book continues in the same style of frankness and her experiences as a woman. Short but

engaging. Well worth buying.

Excellent insight into our lived experience.

So I just listened to an AMAZING audio book (available via Audible, link in comments), by author

Zoe Dolan. After a very long week of feeling very butch and disconnected from the trans community,

this really made my night.She really elucidates some of the dilemmas trans women(and all trans

people) face, like not being able to conceive children in a typical way(an oft disheartening

discussion to be had with potential partners), as well as the dichotomy behind the dichotomy of a

"sex change," which, for some, might mean a full conversion from one sex to another, but which, for

others, often forces them to recognize the inherent fallibility of a binary gender system, insofar as

having a present in one gender and a past in another will always mark one as some "other" or "3rd"

gender. I love the diversity of trans narratives, and, if you are also interested in hearing about trans

people, I think you would be missing out if you did NOT to listen to this story.

More details.. It was good but more was needed. I want more detai!s of before and and after

transitioning. Otherwise good book.

A rather mixed up sorry that didn't really say much on the issue of being transgender. Language too

crude too
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